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TABELL'S MARKET LETTER May 31, 1963 
The marketrquickly:rreversed its minor sell-off of last week and on Friday reached 

new high territory for the move at the intra-day high of 730.43. The Dow-Jones Industrial 
average has now closed higher on twelve of the past thirteen weekS,and our breadth index 
has kept pac!'!. 

-; . 

Despite the steep advance in the averages, the market has been extremely selective; 
and a considerable number of issues have had relatively poor appreciation. In the main, the 
leaders of the advance have been in the type of stocks mentioned in our letter of May 3rd. 
These are the issues that held above their 1960 lows in the 1962 debacle. Most of the airlines 
autos, _natural.gas, oils._rails,_sugars, textiles and,utilities,fall into,this-category. ,It.is,i;n.l., 
these groups where most of the newall-time highs will be found. Very few new highs have 
been made in the groups where the majority of issues broke below the 1960 lows in 1962. In 
this category are aluminum, amusement, building, cement, chemicals, electronics, glass, 
meat packing, office equipment, photo, publishing, radio and TV, rubbers, steel and variety 
stores. 

From a technical viewpoint, the issues in the first category have had three years in 
which to build base patterns and are, therefore, considerably ahead of the stocks that had a -
maximum of a year to build up base patterns from the 1962 lows of either May-June or 
October. 

These many diverse technical patterns are bound to result in a market in which indi-
vidual selection will be of extreme importance. Possibly a third of the total number of listed' . 
stocks fall into the first category. The oils, for example, the process of build-
ing up base patterns for a very long time period. In some a e , sa t of the patterns 
goes all the way back to the 1957 These t e appear to be com-
pleted and indicate substantially higher levels over tfi ger e ,There will, of course, be' 
periods of technical correction and but . gr appears to be a buy on minor 
corrections. The rails fall into much the sam a ough the pattern here is more 

that-held'above tmr 1 a: - ostly to be-fourid-in the betterquality 
Western and Southern roads. e oils, have been in a basing out pattern 
since 1957 and indicate substan r 1 i er subject to minor corrective action. 

As time goes 0, 1 I 0 ly take quite some time, the remaining two-thirds 
of the listed stock '1 lete base patterns. The aluminums, for example, 
reached new low ter' r in 1 ,but have succeeded in building up fairly substantial base. 

ew highs are yet indicated and the patterns are probably not 
complete, but the gro slowly entering the favorable long term category. Other groups 
still indicate the need of considerable time before the patterns are completed, and other group 
indicate the possibility of new lows before a base pattern is even started. 

With such a multiplicity of diverse patterns, it is rather futile to pay much attention 
to the action of the various averages. The Dow-Jones Industrial average is near the all-time 
high of 1961, but this average is heavily weighted with the good quality blue chip 
many of which held above the 1960 lows in 1962. A new high would not indicate the start of 
new bull market encompassing the great majority of all issues. Most stocks need more time 
to complete the patterns. 

We continue to advise a policy of attempting to take advantage of the diverse patterns 
and to sell when objectives are replacing with !!!at !!:n 
uptrend. 

Collins & Aikman (41) reached its objective of 40, mentioned in our last recommen-
ded list review, and is temporarily removed from the list. We are also removing Allied 
Chemical (50), American Optical (70), Continental Insurance (59) and North American Aviatio 
(58). Four of these issues show a profit and one (Continental Insurance), a small loss from 
originally recommended levels. The average gain of all five is 33% as compared with a 22"/0 
gain in the Dow -Jones Industrials during the same time period. As replacements, we suggest 
the issues mentioned in our last three letters. A new recommended list will be issued next 
week and can be obtained from your Account Executive. 
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